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Purpose of this Document 

This policy describes how The Curragh Sub Aqua Club (CSAC) meets its obligations             

to individuals and the law regarding the safeguarding of personal data. The policy             

addresses the core principles set out by the Office for Data Protection for compliance              

and good practice within the current Data Protection Legislation (the Data Protection            

Acts of 1988 and 2003). 

 

 

General Statement 

The office of the Data Protection Commissioner outlines eight principles of data            

processing which are binding on all organisations who handle personal data. This            

policy describes how CSAC adheres to those principles.  
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Introduction  

The Curragh Sub Aqua Club takes the safeguarding of personal information very            

seriously. In addition to the measures outlined in this policy, The Curragh Sub Aqua              

Club takes particular care when handling the sensitive personal information          

entrusted to us by people who are members of the club.  

 

Policy 

Fair Obtaining 

Our data collection aims to be open and transparent at all times. At the time we                

collect information about individuals, they are made aware of how that information            

will be used.  

Examples include: for assessment of application for certification, for planning course           

delivery, for provision of information, research, recruitment and for marketing          

purposes. 

Purpose Specification 

i. The Curragh Sub Aqua Club recognizes the need to hold personal data about 

individuals for the following purposes: 

● Provide membership services 

● Provide insurance cover 

● Provide training 

 

ii. At each point of data collection we are clear to individuals about the purposes 

to which that information is being put. 
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iii. The The Curragh Sub Aqua Club Information mailings (Google groups)          

sign-up allows people to specify the purpose of their consent, e.g. to receive             

Newsletters. 

Data Set Maintenance 

The PR Officer is the Data Protection Officer and has responsibility for the             

maintenance of all data sets associated with each purpose. 

Security 

i. Personal data is held within a number of secure systems within The Curragh             

Sub Aqua Club, according to application. Application forms are held in Google            

Drive. 

ii. All personal data is maintained in a secure manner. The following physical            
and software safeguards are in place to protect personal data: 

 

Laptop Security 

i. All Laptops for use with member personal data are Encrypted. 

Data Transfers Abroad 

i. The Curragh Sub Aqua Club uses web based systems for hosting personal 

data which involves transfers of that data to countries outside the EU.  To 

comply with Data Protection Legislation, the countries must be considered as 

offering an adequate level of protection in accordance with Article 25 of the 

Data Protection Directive.  

 

 

Adequate, relevant and not excessive 

i. We collect and maintain sufficient information for the declared purpose in           

order to provide a fair and comprehensive service to each person. 
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ii. We only hold that information which is adequate and relevant to the purpose it              

serves. If we are in receipt of personal data e.g in the form of medical records,                

which is extra to requirement, we ensure that the information is returned to the              

referring agent or destroyed as appropriate. 

iii. Reviews are conducted of the information collected on the referral form to            

ensure that it is sufficient and not excessive. 

iv. All records of committee member / member interactions are maintained in a            

professional manner are done so with the expectation that the information can            

be shared with the person served. 

Accurate and up-to-date 

i. The Curragh Sub Aqua Club committee members who maintain personal          

data are responsible for correcting and maintaining that information on an           

ongoing basis. For example: 

a. The PRO is responsible for maintaining the contact information and          

the personal data held in Google Drive as well as maintaining the            

accuracy of distribution lists for newsletters.  

Data Retention 

i. Personal information (e.g. about a member) processed/kept for any purpose          

should not be kept longer than is necessary for that purpose. 

ii. This gives some flexibility and The Curragh Sub Aqua Club occasionally           

needs to make a judgement about how long is “necessary”. Application forms            

will be kept for the term of membership, and a period afterwards to allow for               

renewal of membership. 

iii. Purging of data may occur on an annual basis, and as once-offs on             

completion of purpose. All records will be destroyed in accordance with Data            
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Protection law and The Curragh Sub Aqua Club’s guidelines for retention and            

destruction as follows:   

iv. All records involved in any investigation, litigation, or audit will not be            

destroyed until legal counsel has confirmed that no further legal reason exists            

for retention of the record. 

v. In the event a legal proceeding is initiated against The Curragh Sub Aqua             

Club, the Data Protection Officer will prevent the destruction of any pertinent            

files. 

vi. Prior to the destruction of records, the following information will be gathered            

from the record and permanently maintained for all persons served: 

● Person’s name. 

● Date of birth. 

● Dates of admission and discharge. 

● Name and address of legal guardian, if any. 

 

vii. All records will be destroyed in a manner that eliminates the possibility of             

reconstruction of the information.  

viii. Paper records will be destroyed by shredding. 

ix. Any CD-RW disks that contain document imaging that cannot be overwritten           

will be destroyed through pulverization. 

x. All activities related to the destruction of records will be documented and            

maintained by the Data Protection Officer. The following information will be           

included in the documentation of the destruction: 

● The date of the record destruction. 

● The method of destruction. 
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● A description of the records that were destroyed. 

● The start and end date of the records. 

● The signatures of the individual conducting the destruction and of the           

witness of the action. 

 

xi. Any contracted services for the destruction of The Curragh Sub Aqua Club’s            

records will be provided according to the following contractual guidelines: 

● The method of destruction will be specified. 

● The time between the acquisition and destruction of the records will be            

specified. 

● Established safeguards to protect the confidentiality of the records will be           

described and noted. 

● The contractor will provide proof of destruction. 

 

 

 

The Right of Access 

i. All individuals have the right to access all the personal data held on them by               

The Curragh Sub Aqua Club and to have that information corrected. Personal            

data will normally be accessible under the terms of the Data Protection Acts,             

using the procedure outlined below (see Personal Data Access Procedure).  

ii. The Curragh Sub Aqua Club takes the stance that individuals may need            

assistance to request access to their own personal data. The Curragh Sub            

Aqua Club will provide advice on the easiest route to achieve this. 
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Training & Education 

i. This policy is circulated to all new committee members as part of their             

induction process  

ii. Awareness of Data protection issues is through updates from the Information           

and Support Manager. 

Co-ordination and Compliance 

i. The data protection co-ordinator and compliance person is the Data          

Protection Officer 

i. All committee members are made aware of this role via email updates 

ii. All breaches of this policy will be reported to the Data Protection Officer             

following the Data Loss Notification Procedure below. 

Notification of a Breach 

 

As soon as personal data for which you are responsible has been compromised –              

e.g.through loss of a portable device, misaddressing of labels, sensitive information           

left where unauthorised viewing could take place – i.e. photocopies not properly            

disposed off or left on copier, you should complete the Data Security Breach Incident              

Report and immediately notify the committee who will investigate the issues 

surrounding the breach. The seriousness of the breach will determine the type of 

investigation that will take place. It may include an on-site examination of systems             

and procedures. In the event of a serious data security breach contact will be made               

with the Office of the Data Protection Commissioner for advice and clarification. 

Where appropriate the Committee will put a communication plan in 
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place to contact the owner of the data involved (the data subject). Security of the 

medium used for notifying individuals of a breach of data protection procedures and 

urgency of situation should be borne in mind. Notifications may be delayed if the              

Gardaí advise that it will impede an investigation. 

 

 

Data Protection Commissioner: 

Office of the Data Protection Commissioner Canal House, Station Road,          

Portarlington, Co.Laois  

Tel: 1890 252 231  

Email: info@dataprotection.ie  

Website: www.dataprotection.ie 
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